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Congratulations on the purchase of your new Lion’s Wood Induction Table.

In purchasing a Lion’s Wood Under-Mount Induction Table, you have selected the most advanced induction 
buffet table on the market.  Your table has been manufactured to the design specifications that fit your prop-
erty décor, but the real gem is the efficient and functional operation that the   induction aspect will offer.

WARNING:  Always be certain that the chafing dish has enough water in the water pan before operating, and 
make sure that all of the water does not evaporate while in use.   If you run out of water you will damage the 
table surface.

WARNING:  We always suggest you do a test run to determine suitable wattage levels for your events. Since 
the gauge is for wattage and not temperature, we encourage you to warm an item to determine at which level 
your induction warmers should be set.

WARNING:  Although the heating elements only heat the pan, there will be an area about ½” from the pan that 
will be warm to the touch due to indirect heat absorption from the pan.
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How do I start using my new Induction Table?

What will you need to make the system work?

You will need an induction ready display piece such as a cast iron pot or an induction-ready chafing dish. You 
will need to keep enough water in your water pan for a full event. Most water pans have a “Fill-to” line. Keep 
extra water on-hand as it evaporates over the course of time and may need to be replenished during the 
course of the event.

Plugging the table to the wall outlet

The induction heating elements under the tabletop are wired to a power box, which in turn must be plugged 
into your wall outlet to operate.    Please be certain you are plugging this table to a 20 AMP dedicated outlet 
without other items on the circuit.

What do I do once I have plugged the induction table to the wall?

Once you have connected to the power source, turn the warming element controls to the “ON” Setting.  The 
controls are mounted on a hinged panel so that when you have determined the best wattage level, you may 
pivot the control panel away and out of sight, so that the customer does not see the controls.  The hinge is 
a friction-hinge and will hold the control panel in place to whatever position you like, and will lock into place 
when it has been set-back.
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Where do I place the display piece on the table?

To maximize the safety of your employees and guests, the entire table surface does not warm, just the area 
where the pan is placed above where the warmer elements are located. To locate the proper placement of your 
display pieces, pull the control panel down so you can see the controls.  Although you do not have to be exact, 
your display pieces should be placed in the center of the width of the table, with the center of the display piece 
aligned with the center of each of the controls.

Will the table warm my display piece in other tabletop locations?

Each warming unit has a sensor that detects the ferrous metal in the induction cookware. You will receive an 
EO Error message on the digital read-out on the controls if the display piece is not positioned in the correct 
area.  Once you have an induction ready product with water in the water pan positioned correctly, adjust the 
wattage to the desired level for your event, and that warming unit will apply heat only to the display piece.

What will happen if I raise the wattage level to the highest setting?

The digital controls go to a 600 watt level, which will boil the water and most likely overheat the food much 
sooner than you would expect.  The trial and error approach is recommended before a real life event. In most 
cases 300 watts is the preferred level.   Furthermore, if you have 4 or more elements in your table, adjusting 
the wattage level to 600 watts will exceed 20 amps and flip your breaker.  

What do I do when my event is complete?

Once the event has ended, turn off the warmer controls and let the display piece cool down before removing it 
from the table.  The tabletop will also require 10 minutes to achieve room temperature.   You now have a fully 
functional presentation table to utilize simply as a presentation table for other events, or if the night is over, 
roll the table in your public spaces as standard furnishings.
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Turn on the induction unit

Plug the induction unit in. The power light on the control pad will flash. Push the on/off button. The unit will 
default to a 200 watt, six hour setting. At 200 watts the amperagedraw is only 1.8 amps allowing 6 to 8 units 
to run off of one 20 amp circuit.

Adjust the temperature

The function window will display 200 watts. Press the up-arrow. 600 watts is the maximum setting. Press the 
down-arrow to reduce the temperature. 200 watts is a good setting for a small chafer. Three hundred watts 
will generally boil water.

Adjust the Timing function

Press function button so that Timer light is visible. Press and hold up-arrow and time will increase in incre-
ments of one hour, up to nine hours. Repeatedly press and release the arrow to increase in increments of ten 
minutes. Decrease time by holding down-arrow.

Select “Warm” setting

Press function button so that warm light is visible. The setting will default to 80 watts. This will run until the 
end of the current time setting.
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Turn off the induction unit

Press Power button. Power light will flash. Three horizontal lines will appear. The fan will continue to run for 
20 to 30 seconds, allowing the unit to cool. Do not unplug until the fan shuts down. Do not handle or store 
until the unit is cool.

Control pad lockout feature

The control pad allows customized programming of time and temperature functions. It may be disconnected 
from the induction unit after a program is entered. This assures that the desired program is run and that 
unwanted changes are prohibited until the control pad is reconnected.

Safety features

1. The unit will not turn on if nothing is on top of the unit…an EO error message will appear
2. The unit will not turn on if the pan or pot on the unit is not induction compatible…an EO error message will appear
3. The unit will drop to warm (80 watts), then power down if water pan temperature is too high 
    due to insufficient or lack of water in pan.
4. The unit will shut down automatically at the end of the programmed timer cycle.


